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Abstract:
Objective: The objective of this study was to compare Appendicitis Inflammatory Response
(AIR) score to Alvarado score to determine which one is more accurate as a diagnostic tool for
acute appendicitis.
Study design: Cross Sectional study.
Place and duration of study: Department of Surgery, Dr. f Ruth K.M Pfau Civil Hospital Karachi from October 2017 to April 2018.
Material and Methods: This study included 102 patients who visited Emergency Department
and were suspected clinically with acute appendicitis. Both AIR and Alvarado scores were
calculated and decision for surgical intervention was made on strong clinical judgment. After
surgery specimen of every patient was sent for histopathology to confirm the clinical diagnosis. Results of histopathology were compared with AIR and Alvarado score individually. All
data was recorded in the predesigned proforma.
Results: The average age of the patients was 30.09±1.92 years. There were 59(57.84%) male
and 43(42.16%) female. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), Negative
Predictive Value(NPV) and accuracy of Alvarado score 70.3%, 81.8%, 97%, 25% and 71.6%
and for AIR score was 86.8%, 81.8%, 97.5%, 42.9% and 86.2% resepctively. Area under Curve
(AUC) of AIR was higher as compared to Alvardo score (AUC: 0.82 vs 0.88 ; p<0.05)
Conclusion: It was concluded that AIR scoring system provides better accuracy than Alvardo
score for diagnosis of acute appendicitis consistent with final surgical pathology.
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Introduction:
The vermiform appendix, a true diverticulum
of the Cecum appears in sixth week of human
embryonic development life as an elevation
from postero-medial wall about 2 cm below ileocecal valve.1 Inflammation of the appendix
has remained common surgical disease with an
estimated life time prevalence of 8.6% for the
males and 6.7% for the females and higher incidence in second and third decades of life.2 The
exact cause of appendicitis is often unknown but
most theories agree with luminal obstruction as
primary pathology.3 Clinical diagnosis of patients with acute appendicitis is still challenging
for the physicians especially in young children
and women of child bearing age due to different

over-lapping symptoms of female pelvis organs.
Early and correct diagnosis is mostly achieved
through clinical assessment and sometimes diagnostic imaging, particularly CT scan may be
required to avoid negative appendectomy on final confirmatory diagnosis on histopathology.4,5
However diagnosis is predominantly clinical
one and this selective use of CT scan may not be
always possible particularly in developing countries there-by surgeons utilize clinical scoring
systems which provide consistently reliable and
standardized pathway for the clinical diagnosis.6
Different scoring system are utilized to diagnose the appendicitis on clinical grounds and
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Table-1: Association between complications and success rate

Clinical feature

AIR
Score

Alvardo
Score

Vomiting

0

1

Pain in RIF

1

0

Migratory RIF pain

0

1

Anorexia

0

1

0

2

Low (Tenderness with no physical response)

1

0

Mild (Tenderness with grimace, wince or flinch)

2

0

Severe (Positive jump sign or patient refusal to palpated due to
pain)

3

0

Rebound Tenderness

0

1

Body temperature>37.5oC

0

1

Body temperature>38.50C

1

0

0

2

Tenderness
Present

WBC Count
>10 x 109 /l
9

10.0 x14.9 x 10 /l

1

0

≥15.0 9 x 109/l

2

0

1

0

Poly-morpho-nuclear leukocytes
70–84%
≥85%

2

0

Leukocytosis shift

0

1

1

0

CRP Concentration
10–49 g/l
≥50 g/l

2

0

Maximum Score

12

10

prompt its management. These scoring systems
are formed by combination of clinical assessment and laboratory results. An example is the
Alvarado scoring system which was devised two
decades ago but still commonly used scoring system helping clinicians to triage patient into different management groups according to scores
and stratify patient in low, intermediate and high
risk. Although Alvarado scoring is mostly used
by the clinicians but alone it cannot diagnose or
exclude reliably acute appendicitis.7,8
Appendicitis inflammatory response is recently
designed scoring system which included C-reactive protein value and is more helpful, better
and more accurate than Alvarado score in high
risk patients and excluding the condition in low
risk patients.9,10

The aim of this study was to compare recently
introduced AIR clinical scoring system which
helps in recognizing patients in need of urgent
surgery without delay and avoiding the unnecessary risks and costs of surgical intervention in
patients without true appendicitis.
Material and Methods:
This was a cross-sectional study conducted over
a period of 06 months from October 2017 to
April 2018 which included consecutive patients
(102), admitted in department of Surgry, Dr.
Ruth K. M. pfau Civil Hospital Karachi, with
a preliminary diagnosis of acute appendicitis.
Patients of both sexes with the age of 16 to 60
years, presented with pain in the right lower
abdomen or paraumbilical pain shifting to the
right iliac fossa and those who were clinically diagnosed as cases of acute appendicitis on clinical
examination were included while patients with
mass in right iliac fossa on clinical examination
or already planned for interval appendectomyand patients who did not consent were excluded
from the study. Appendicitis Inflammatory Response (AIR) and Alvarado score was calculated
in all patients (table 1).
All investigations included CRP were carried
out and data was recorded in the predesigned
proforma. Consultant surgeons had decided the
need for surgery based on clinical assessment
and kept blind about the scores. A patient in
whom AIR score more than 5 and Alvardo score
more than 7 was deemed as true positive if consistent with histopathology which is gold standard to diagnose the condition. nThe data was
analyzed in SPSS version 19. The true negative
appendectomy rate was calculated for both scoring system and score considered as the reliability
of scoring system. Two sub-groups were made
and sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive values and accuracy was derived individually for the both subgroups. Receiver Operating characteristic (ROC) ROC curve was
plotted to compare AUC of AIR and Alvarado
score according to histopathology finding in diagnosis of acute appendicitis. P<0.05 was considered as significant.
Pak J Surg 2019; 35(4):283-87
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Fig. 1: Comparison of area under the curve of appendicitis inflammatory response scoring and
Alvarado Scoring in diagnosis of acute appendicitis with histopathology

Results:
102 patients with clinical diagnosis of acute
appendicitis were included in the study. More
than 60% patients were below 30 years of age
with gender distribution of 59(57.84%) male
and 43(42.16%) female. Overall diagnostic accuracy derived from confirmation of appendcitis based on histo-pathology report was 89.22%
(91/102). Accuracy for Alvardo score and AIR
score in diagnosis of acute appendicitis were
computed as 71.6% and 86.2% respectively. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of Alvarado
score 70.3%, 81.8%, 97% and 25% and for AIR
score was 86.8%, 81.8%, 97.5% and 42.9% resepctively. Diagnostic accuracy of Alvarado score
below the age of 30 years was 63.6% and accuracy of AIR score for this age group was 81.8%.
Simialrly with resepect to gender, accuracy of
Alvarado score and AIR for male patietns was
57.6% and 88.1% respectively and for female
cases the value was 67.4% and 83.7% respectively. Comparation of AUC (Area under the curve)
for AIR score and alvarado score in diagnosis
acute appendicitis were ploted which show that
AUC of AIR was signifncalty high as comapare
to alvarado score (ACU: 0.82 vs 0.88; p<0.05).
Pak J Surg 2019; 35(4):283-87
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figure 1.
Discussion:
Acute appendicitis is one of the most frequent
cause of patients with abdominal pain in emergency department.2,10 Because of its similarity
with many other conditions, making an exact
diagnosis still remains a challenge even for the
most experienced clinicians despite advances
in imaging and laboratory sciences.11 Timely
diagnosis and surgical intervention is crucial to
avoid appendicular perforation which can lead
to increased morbidity and medico legal issues.
More-over the dilemma for the clinicians is also
a negative appendectomy rate varying from
4-45% which can cause unnecessary removal of
appendix, exposure to general anesthesia and
peri-operative surgical care costs.12 Although
sensitivity and specificity have been much improved with the advent of CT scan and minimal invasive laparoscopy to diagnose with great
certainty but this has led to surgical removal of
appendix which could have been treated with
non-operative antibiotics and conservative
management similar to patients with diverticulitis.13 Therefore making diagnosis of appendicitis
needs an alternate approach including laboratory diagnostic tools and biomarkers which can
predict severity of disease.
The most popular diagnostic scoring system
was devised by Alvarado in 1986. However this
scoring system had not achieved parallel results
when subsequently applied for Asian population with consequence of moderately low sensitivity and specificity.14,15 The AIR scoring system
is another scoring system which incorporated
the utility of CRP component which enhanced
its discriminative power and out performed Alvarado scoring system.16 There-fore we decided
to apply air score system in our tertiary care
hospital and compared diagnostic accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity and other variables with
Alvarado scoring system. A Study by Afsar et al
noted patients operated for acute appendicitis
had normal pathology report whose CRP component was normal as compared to increased
value which wasconsistent with inflamed appendix on final histopathology report. He reported
sensitivity and specificity of CRP component as
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93.6% and 86.6% respectively.17 Another study
revealed that raised CRP levels with leucocytosis increased positive likelihood ratio from
4.24 to 23.32.21 A study conducted by Karami
et al supported our results and reported diagnosis sensitivity and specificity of AIR score as
78.4% and 91.6% respectiely.14 SimilaryYeşiltaş
et al and other studies also concluded that adding CRP value can decrease unnecessary radiological imaging and surgical intervention and in
additionpredict severity of the disease including
perforated and gangre nous appendix.18-20 Our
results were similar to study by Castro16 who
reported area under curve AOC for AIR score
better than Alvarado and concluded that AIR
score outperformed Alvarado score in more difficult to diagnose patients e.g. children, females
and elderly patients.
Conclusion:
Despite of this common surgical condition
correctly diagnosis of a-typical appendicitis remains challenge for the clinicians. It is crucial
to diagnose the condition early which can be
expedited by utilizing one of the multiple clinical scoring systems. AIR Scoring system is latest
scoring system which include biological markers
and can sufficeto reach the diagnosis in majority
of the cases more accurately than old traditional
Alvarado scoring system.
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